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It is the flux, the fragility, the role of happenstance,
and the waywardness of human nature

in the handing-down of place-names
that make their study so worthy a subject.

" Donald Jackson!

lOin the map that General William Clark prepared for publication as a fold-out in The History of the
Expedition (1814), he printed 148 place-names in the region that, since 1889, has constituted the

state of Montana. Twenty of them were Indian names of rivers and creeks that Clark entered either In
phonetic spellings or English translations. The remaining 128 names, all of which were chosen by the
captains, fell into three categories. First, the individual members of the Corps of Discovery were
memorialized, along with Lewis's dog Seaman, some prominent political figures including their
President, and three of the captains' female friends - Judith, Maria, and "Marthev." Special events,
situations and occurrences comprised the second group - Hungery Camp and Creek, Flattery Run.
Third and most numerous were places named for their own remarkable characteristics or associations
- Mi.K R e and Shlsheguaw Mo nta n."

There is another category that toponymists call "transfer names," which are borrowed from a different
place or time and applied to a new or remote place to preserve memories of previous experiences.l
This type of place-name appeared in the _st with increasing frequency as settlers gathered into
communities where they could share the social, political, religious or national loyalties that were their
birthrights, towns in Montana such as Glasgow, Havre, Malta, Zurich, and the like. A transfer name was
often more subtly created by the addition of ·City" to any dedicatory name in order to emphasize the
founders' high hopes for futures comparable to those of older and larger communities back east. There
was one possible example of a transfer name in Lewis and Clark's gazetteer.

1. Place-names: Lewis and Clark's name "Travelers Rest" was suitable for their
campsite, but it was too site-specific to simultaneousty function equitably with the creek,
the peak:the hot springs, the pass, and all the rest. Perhaps that was reason that by the
time settlers began moving into the region in the 1840s and 50s, the old name was
basically meaningless.

2 Recollection: Lewis and Clark and their men camped on 9-10 September 1805 and
a~in on 30 June, 1-2 July 1806 beside a stream they called ·Travel~rs Rest Creek."
Meriwether Lewis may have seen or sensed a comparison between it and the Travelers
Rest in South Carolina where he and his parents had paused on his travels between the
Lewis plantation in Virginia's Albemarle County and his new boyhood ~ome in Georgia's
Ogelthorpe County. However, the rigors of the Indian trail across!he Bitt~rroot
Mountains far exceeded those that Meriwether had experienced In crossing the Blue
Ridge Escarpment. Similarly, most travelers who came after the Expedition learned that
the description of it in Nicholas Biddle's paraphrase of the captains' journals was not
exaggerated. The trail, the creek, the pass, the hot springs, the peak - all needed a
new name.
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Hold the cursor over a number to see the name.
Refer to the alphabetical list below to find a desired mountain range.

The Rocky Mountains that the Corps of Discovery crossed were 250 miles wide. To learn
what they had expected to find, see the following detail from a map they may have carried
with them, compiled by Nicholas King.

• Absaroka - MT - 1
• Adel- MT - 9

Albion - 10 - 42
Anaconda - MT - 2

• Aspen - 10 - 43
• Bannock - 10 - 44
• Bear River - 10 - 45
• Bears Paw - MT - 83

Beartooth - MT - 3
Beaverhead - MT - 4
Belt, Big - MT - 5

• Belt, Little - MT - 6
• Big Hole - 10 - 46
• Bighom - MT - 82
• Bighorn Crags - 10 - 47
• Big Sheep - MT - 84
• Birdtail - MT - 90
• Bitterroot - MT - 8
• Black Pine - 10 - 48
• Boise - 10 - 49
• Boulder - 10 - 50
• Boulder - MT - 85
• Bridger - MT - 9
• Bull- MT - 79
• Cabinet - MT -10
• Caribou - 10 - 51
• Cassia - 10 - 52
• Castle - MT - 11

• Judith - MT - 81
• Lemhi - 10 - 59

• Lionhead - MT - 24
• Little Rockies - MT - 78
• Lost River - 10 - 60
• Madison - MT - 25
• Mission - MT - 26
• Ninemile Divide - MT - 87
• Owyhee - 10 - 61
• Palouse Range - ID - 89
• Payette Crest - 10 - 62
• Pioneer - 10 - 63
• Pioneer, East - MT - 28
• Pioneer, West - MT - 27
• Portneuf - 10 - 84
• Pruess - 10 - 65
• Pryor - MT - 29
• Purcell - MT - 30

• Rattlesnake - MT - 31
• Reservation Divide - MT - 88
• Rocky Mountain Front - MT - 32.
• Rosebud - MT - 77
• Ruby - MT - 33
• St. Joe - 10 - 73
• Salish - MT - 34
• Salmon River - 10 - 66
• Sapphire - MT - 35
• Sawtooth - 10 - 67

http://www.lewis-clark.orglcontentlcontent-article.asp? ArticleID=616 212512012
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• Centennial- MT -12
• Coeur d'Alene - 10/MT - 54
• Clearwater - 10 - 53
• Craters of the Moon - 10 - 55
• Crazy - MT - 14
• Deep Creek - 10 - 56
• Elkhorn - MT -15
• Flathead - MT - 16

Flint Creek - MT - 17
• Gallatin - MT -18

Garnet - MT - 19
• Glacier Nat'l Park - MT - 20
• Gravelly - MT - 21
• Grays lake - 10 - 57
• Henry's lake - 10 - 58
• Highland - MT - 22
• Highwood - MT - 23

• Selkirk - 10 - 68
Seven Devils - 10 - 69
Smoky - 10 - 70
Snake - 10 - 71
Snowcrest - MT - 36
Snowy- MT-7
Soldier - 10 - 72
Spanish Peaks - MT - 37
Sublette - 10 - 74
Swan - MT - 38
Sweet Grass Hills - MT - 86
Tendoy - MT - 40
Tobacco Root - MT - 39
West-IO -75
White Cloud - 10 - 76
Whitefish - MT - 41
Wolf- MT-80
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55-foot (rz-rneter) Keelboat
2 Pi rogues (open boats)
Square sail (also called a broad sail)

35 Oars
2 Horses

150 Yards (140 meters) of cloth to be oiled and sewn into tents
and sheets
6 Large needles
Pliers
Chisels
Handsaws
Oilskin bags
25 Hatchets
Whetstones
30 Steels for striking or making fire
Iron corn mill
2 Dozen tablespoons
Mosquito curtains
10.5 Pounds (5 kilograms) of fishing hooks and fishing lines
12 Pounds (5.4 kilograms) of soap
193 Pounds (87.5 kilograms) of "portable soup" (a thick paste
concocted by boiling down beef. eggs, and vegetables, to be used
if no other food was available on the trail)
3 Bushels (106 liters) of salt
Writing paper, ink and crayons

45 Flannel shirts
20 Coats
15 Frocks
Shoes
Woolen pants
15 Blankets
Knapsacks

30 Stockings
15 Pairs wool overalls

50 Dozen Dr. Rush's patented "Rush's Thunderclapper" pills
Lancets
Forceps
Syringes
Tourniquets
1,300 Doses of physic
1,100 Doses of emetic
3,500 Doses of diaphoretic (sweat inducer)
Additional drugs

15 Prototype Model 1803 muzzle-loading _54-caliber rifles
"Kentucky Rifles"

http://www.nationalgeographic.comllewisandclarklresources.html 212612012
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15 Gun slings
24 Large knives
Powder horns
500 Rifle flints
420 Pounds (191 kilograms) of sheet lead for bullets
176 Pounds (80 kilograms) of gunpowder packed in 52 lead
canisters
1 Long-barreled rifle that fired its bullet with compressed air,
rather than by flint, spa rk, and powder

Surveyor's compass
Hand compass
1 Hadley's quadrant
1Telescope
3 Thermometers
2 Sextants
1Set of plotting instruments
1 Chronometer (needed to calculate longitude; at $250 it was the
most expensive item)
1 Portable microscope
1 Tape measure
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12 Dozen pocket mirrors
4,600 Sewing needles
144 Small scissors
10 Pounds (4.5 kilograms) of sewing thread
Silk ribbons
Ivory combs
Handkerchiefs
Yards of bright-colored cloth
130 Rolls of tobacco
Tomahawks that doubled as pipes
288 Knives
8 Brass kettles
Vermilion face paint
20 Pounds (9 kilograms) of assorted beads, mostly blue
5 Pounds (2 kilograms) of small, white, glass beads
288 Brass thimbles
Armbands
Ear trinkets

A Practical Introduction to Spherics and Nautical Astronomy
Antoine Simon's 12 Page du Pratz's History ofiLouisiana

Barton's Elements of Botany
Dictionary (4-volume)
Linnaeus (z-volume edition), the Latin classification of plants
Richard Kirwan's Elements of Mineralogy
The Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris
Tables for finding longitude and latitude
Map of the Great Bend of the Missouri River
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Once he was named by President Thomas Jefferson to head the Corps of
Discovery, Meriwether Lewis began preparations for the long trip ahead. Much of
that preparation involved education; in the months prior to his departure, Lewis
would learn astronomy, botany, navigation, medicine and biology, among other
scientific disciplines.

In addition, Lewis spent his time accumulating all
the supplies that the expedition was going to
need. He wrote list after list of provisions, which
included guns, ammunition, medical supplies and
scientific instruments. While still on the East
Coast, Lewis accumulated almost two tons of
goods using the $2,500 Congress had allocated
for the expedition.

The following list is only a sampling of the
supplies taken west by the Corps of Discovery,
but it should give a sense of what an undertaking
the expedition was.

Mathematical Instruments:

• surveyor's compass
• hand compass
• quadrants
• telescope
• thermometers
• 2 sextants
• set of plotting instruments
• chronometer (needed to calculate longitude)

Camp Supplies:
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• 150 yards of cloth to be oiled and sewn into tents and sheets
• pliers
• chisels
• 30 steels for striking to make fire
• handsaws
• hatchets
• whetstones
• iron com mill
• two dozen tablespoons
• mosquito curtains
• 10 112pounds of fishing hooks and fishing lines
• 12 pounds of soap
• 193 pounds of "portable soup" (a thick paste concocted by boiling down

2/26/2012http://www.pbs.orgllewisandclarklinsidelidx_equ.html -
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beef, eggs and vegetables)
• three bushels of salt
• writing paper, ink and crayons

Presents for Indians:

• 12 dozen pocket mirrors
• 4,600 sewing needles
• 144 small scissors
• 10 pounds of sewing thread
• silk ribbons
• ivory combs
• handkerchiefs
• yards of bright-colored cloth
• 130 rolls of tobacco
• tomahawks that doubled as pipes
• 288 knives
• 8 brass kettles
• vermilion face paint
• 33 pounds of tiny beads of assorted colors

Clothing:

• 45 flannel shirts
• coats
• frocks
• shoes
• woolen pants
• blankets
• knapsacks
• stockings

Arms and Ammunition:

• 15 prototype Model 1803 muzzle-loading .54 caliber rifles
• knives
• 500 rifle flints
• 420 pounds of sheet lead for bullets
• 176 pounds of gunpowder packed in 52 lead canisters
• 1 long-barreled rifle that fired its bullet with compressed air, rather than by

flint, spark and powder

Medicine and Medical Supplies:

• 50 dozen Dr. Rush's patented "Rush's pills"
• lancets
• forceps
• synnges
• tourniquets
• 1,300 doses of physic

http://www.pbs.orgllewisandclarklinsidelidx_equ.html 212612012
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• 1,100 hundred doses of emetic
• 3,500 doses of diaphoretic (sweat inducer)
• other drugs for blistering, salivation and increased kidney output

Traveling Library:

• Barton's Elements of Botany
• Antoine Simon Le Page du Pratz's History of Louisiana
• Richard Kirwan's Elements of Mineralogy
• A Practical Introduction to Spherics and Nautical Astronomy
• The Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris
• a four-volume dictionary
• a two-volume edition of Linnaeus (the founder of the Latin classification of

plants)
• tables for finding longitude and latitude
• map of the Great Bend of the Missouri River
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The expedition traveled over
8000 total miles over a period of
2 years, 4 months and 10 days.

Good Guess
When the expedition reached the
Pacific, Clark estimates they
have traveled 4,162 miles from
the mouth of the Missouri to the
Pacific. His guess was within 40
miles of the actual distance.

.~ha. a ~eal
Thomas Jefferson purchased the
Louisiana Territory, 820,000
square miles, for $15 million.
After interest the final total came
to be $27,267,622. That still
works out to be only about 3¢ an
acre!

An Equal Opportunity
L\ !led ition
When the expedition reached the
Pacific the party voted on where
to spend the winter. York, Clark's
slave, is allowed to vote, nearly
60 years before slaves in the US.
would be emancipated.
Sacagawea is also allowed to
vote, more than a century before
either women or Native
Americans are granted full rights
of citizenship.

Oops
While hunting in present day
North Dakota, Lewis was
accidentally shot (in the behind)
by Pierre Cruzatte, a nearsighted
member of the crew.

2126/2012
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Before the expedition began
Lewis purchased a
Newfoundland dog, Seaman, for
$20. Although not mentioned
very often in their journals, it is
believed that Seaman made the
entire journey.

What's for Dinner?
When game was plentiful, each
man ate about 9 pounds of meat
per day.

http://www.1ewisclark.netldyklindex.htrnl 2126/2012


